Bicycling a day, keeps the doctor away.
Where car cannot go, bicycleIntroduction
is there.

You
can carry ayour
bicycle;
you cannot
carry your car.
Pro-link,
non
for profit
community
based organization though established in 1993, started her full
operation in the year 2000. Pro- link undertakes integrated development programmers’ throughout
Ghana. Pro-link have her head office at Accra and other eighteen projects sites in Volta, Central,
Ashanti, greater Accra and currently Western regions of Ghana. The organization’s projects are been
funded by donors and managed by experienced and professional staff.

Technik und solidaritaete.v./fahrraederfuerAfrika Germany has been in partnership with Pro-link

organization for the past twelve years undertaking bicycle project aimed at distributing bicycles to

school children, orphans, farmers, teachers, health/ religious leaders and other marginalized

groups. The Technikund solidaritaete.v./fahrraederfuerAfrika supplies bicycles, sewing machines,

wheel chairs, walking aids and books from Germany to this marginalized group and individuals
who have no or less access to vehicle, Library and clinics/hospitals.

All items received are distributed based on the laid down distribution criteria, these bicycles and

other items have improve the lives of the various individuals and groups who benefited from the
various items.

This is a copy of the detailed report on planned and implemented activities on the consignment
from Technik und solidaritaete.v./fahrraederfuerAfrika Germany in June, 2015.

By. Mrs.Diana (Appiah) Akadi.

TO OUR DONORS

Danke
fur Ihre
Hilfe

Behind every exquisite thing that existed, there was something tragic-Oscar WilIn. We know and

appreciate every single mile you go in mobilizing bicycles, wheel chairs, walking aids, sewing
machines and others for our marginalized individuals.

On behalf of all our beneficiaries, we thank you for this great sacrifice. In this day and age people

especially, school children and other apprentice learning acquiring skills and knowledge that will

enable the individual to leave a better life cannot continue travelling long miles on foot to obtain

this needed knowledge and skills that enable the individuals to leave a better life. Your donations

have touched the lives of these individuals; we can say that it has at least moved them closer to
reaching their dream.
We have
made
a
good
progr
ess
so
far,
yet
our
work
is not
done.

Looking Ahead

We are grateful for what we have achieve so far and looking forward to reaching more communities

and individuals with this project, coming next, we look forward to admitting more students into the

academy, we have put measures in place to reach over fifty (50)communities with about thousand

two hundred{1,200} Bicycles with the next consignment. Currently, some disability groups have

forward a proposal requesting for the supply of Wheel Chairs, Bicycles, White Canes, Hearing Aid,
and Crutches, it is our hope to meet their demand as soon as possible.
Danke schon.

DISTRIBUTION OF BICYCLES TO THE LESS PREVILAGED
PREDISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES:
IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF BENEFICIARIES:

Based on proposals from communities, organizations and other individuals to pro-link for the

supply of bicycles, wheel chairs, and sewing machines and walking aids. Staff evaluate the

proposals, based on the evaluation, communities and individuals are score and items presented
based on the urgency.







Easy access to vehicle

Proximity of the beneficiary to his /her school, farm or place of work.

Availability of social amenities such as accessible road , school and clinics and others

Level of income of the beneficiaries

Among other factors considered are;





The road network(the nature of the road)

Pro- link also identifies departments/institutions that are in need of bicycles wheel chairs and other
items and supply them with some.

ARRIVAL OF CONTAINER

All three containers arrived at the middle of the month June and were cleared on the 7t h July 2015.

Again the rains came down; staff and volunteers offloaded one of the containers the same day. Staff

and volunteers stayed with the bicycles sleepless night till the next morning, the remaining two were
offloaded the next day.

Looking on is a custom officer, inspecting the containers

.

Staff and volunteers removing bikes from containers

TRANSPORTATION OF BIKES TO THE BENEFICIARIES

Bicycles were grouped according to sizes to meet the demands of the various classes of the

beneficiaries with much consideration giving to school children. Getting track cars to transport the

bicycles and other items to the door steps of the beneficiaries was not that difficult this time.
However, cost of transportation was high due to increase in fuel prices.

Volunteers loading bicycles for transportation

DISTRIBUTION OF BIKES:
REPAIRS OF BICYCLES

Replacement and or repairs was done on every single bicycle, this is to ensure that every

beneficiary receives a bicycle with no fault. Most of the repair works were done by professional

repairers, bicycle instructor and the beneficiaries during training sessions were engaged. Parts

such tubes, seats, seat poles, brake calipers were acquired to replace and fixed bikes. Some of the

parts came with the bicycles but we did not have all the sizes needed especially the small sizes, some

parts were not enough to help fixe all bike before distribution so we had to buy parts.

Local repairers at the various places were employed, to help them learn from us so that good repair

work can go on in our up sent. Places where there was no local repairer we went with those who
work with us.

BICYCLE REPAIRS TRAINING WORKSHOP:

As part of measures to ensure sustainable us of bicycles, every receiver of bicycles has to attend a

days’ workshop on how to identify and do basic repair work on their bikes. Much attention was

given to school children and areas where local repairer is far from beneficiaries. Participants of the

workshop were very happy and grateful, especially for the tool boxes distributed to them and the

bicycle parts such as tires, rim, freewheel, chains and others that Pro-link made available to help
sustain the use of their bikes.

School children at bicycle repair workshop

In sabronum for beneficiaries in sabronum are

















Brakes

Chain maintenance

Bearings and rotational systems

Puncture repair

Removing the tire and the wheels

Removing the front wheel

Tire pressure and pumping

Introduction to tools

The need to handle minor fault

Major areas touched on during the training are;









Choosing of bicycles

Safety and sizing

Gears and selectors

The training was practical such that participants who could not perform up to expectation

were given the chance to master their difficulties before moving to other aspects of the
training.

Instructor training participant on how to repair basic fault on bikes in the Volta region

workshop

Youth in Obohen learning to parch tube at bicycle

A female beneficiary and other youths checking for faulty bearing on receiving training

PRESENTATION OF BIKES TO FINAL BENEFICIARIES

Bikes sent to the Communities were presented to participants who register with their local organizer

and pay a commitment fee. Some organizations, groups and individuals received bike without

commitment fee, school children whose parents can afford to maintain bikes but do not have money

at a time that the bikes are being distributed. Organizations or groups whose aims and objectives

are similar or the same as the purpose for which the bicycles came to Ghana are those who received
bikes without fee. Most of them were not given training.

There is no
better
exercise for
your
heart than
reaching down
to
and helping to
lift
Someone up.

Bernard
Meltzer

The people of Keta district
of the Volta region raising
their hand in appreciation
for the bicycles received

A section of beneficiary from Keta district Community

Obohen Community youth and High school students from Eyisam in the central region

After several sessions of training workshop for the school children, distribution of bikes was done late. Over 100 bikes
was distributed to school children on that same day. The children were so happy that they had to lift their front tires up as
a sign of over joy.

IMEIDIATE USE OF THE CURRENT BICYCLES:

We made a follow up to some of the communities in Sabronum area to see the attitude of some
parents and the children toward their bikes. Here are some photographs.

Agyapomaa bridget with her mother

his small sisters to farm.

Mr Abu Adoma with his children and their mother.
AbekuKwesi Stephen and Leticia

Mustapha Seiba with

The above pictures are a visit to Nyameadom village on Saturday after distribution on Friday.

Parents were grateful and appeal that more bikes come to enable all their children get bikes to

school. Nyameadom is a cocoa farming village without electricity, water and no pre-school. So

children of all age has walk for two and half to three hours to school and the same hours back

home. The sad thing is that the road nature is so bad that cars hardly enter the village.

Some of the parents said that most of the children don’t like going to school especially when they
are late due to the distance they walk to school.

Ebenezer Oduro and Kwame Wiafe from Akyerekrom, school children of church of Christ school Sabronum current receivers of bike.
They don’t only use their bikes for school, it help them be effective and efficient in all errand.

PRESENTATIONS OF MACHINES AND WHEELCHAIRS:

The assembly member of Keta communities, John Agbenyeke presenting one of the donated sewing machines to a
beneficiary. Mr Ayeewba a staff of Pro-link Mankessim in a picture with Grace carrying her machine on head.

Walking aids donated to physiotherapy department of the catholic hospital mankessim. On
the right are disables who do not have wheelchairs at all, with their relatives and the
project coordinator Diana. presentation took place in
Sabronum. The young girl at the
middle has not been to school before, yet she can read and write. According to her
mother, her father has rejected her because of her disability. Some teacher, the staff of prolink and former assembly member have sent massage to her father to make sure that he
send her to school before the close of the year.

From the previous consignments we kept some parts of wheelchairs such as foot rest small tires and
tube which we have sent to replace incomplete wheelchairs. New tires with size

24-13/8 were purchased and sent to Sabronum. There are more disable persons around sabronum

area who do not have wheelchairs. We hope that the next consignment will contain more
wheelchairs to enable us meet their needs.

The above pictures are some beneficiaries of sewing machine and their relatives

and friends. The electric machines went to beneficiaries who have access to electricity. It is not too useful to those in the
remotest village without electricity.

BICYCLE TRAINING ACADEMY
You
can
not
plo
ugh
a
fiel
d
by
tur
nin
g it
ove
r in
you

r
min
d.

Every yesterday is a memory of dreams. Every tomorrow is a vision of hope. We have today sow the first
seed that bridge the gap between yesterday and tomorrow. We thank our donors. Glory be to God.

The academy is the first of its kind in the district; admissions were open to all project communities
across the country. The academy is managed by Mrs. Diana Akadi.

Pro-Link Organization made available three of her conference rooms, and an office premises to be

used for the training, the project sponsored to the last pesewa, the cost of feeding, lodging and

transportation of the students for the two weeks. Most applicants reported on scheduled, though
others reported late.
The academy is mainly finance from the commitment fees collected.

A professional instructor from village bicycle project and a local repairer were contracted for the

two weeks intensive training. Our plan was to admit ten students, and so we planned accordingly.
. We share in the joy the individuals, who will pass through this great Academy,

Recruitment of students

10

6

4

# OF APLLICANTS

6

4

2

# OF APPLICANTS
RECRUITED

Below is a tabulation of applications received and applicants recruited.
REGION
Volta
Central

TOTAL

Based on the available resources, ten applicants were recruited, but four could not make it to the end.
The remaining six were given two weeks intensive entrepreneurial training in bicycle repairs, the
academy has also arranged for each graduate to go through a minimum of three months internship
training, which is mandatory, this we hope will give them the needed on the job experience. It is after
this internship that their actual certificated would be given to them.

